We manufacture packaging.
We engineer solutions.
One phone call to PacTec, Inc. and I was sold! They are responsive, friendly and provided what I needed in very short order. Their customer service is top notch and the flexibility they offer is second to none!”

- Foreman, Epsilon Systems, Portsmouth Virginia

“We are very pleased with the product quality and durability of PacTec’s spill containment berms. I’m convinced PacTec delivers the best value around for our money.”

– Project Manager, PWE

BermPac®
Portable Spill Berms

PacTec offers several portable, spill containment solutions. We call them BermPacs®. They provide a safe, easy and cost-effective solution for spill containment aimed at helping you prevent costly incidents. Common sizes range from 4’ to 50’, but PacTec can manufacture any custom size needed. BermPacs® are offered in a variety of materials that are UV and chemical resistant, flexible, portable, lightweight and durable. They are also perfect secondary containment solutions.

Features:
- Many material choices
- Various wall configurations
- Custom sizes available
- Company logo available

Applications:
- Frac Tanks
- Tanker Trucks
- Decon Wash Pads
- Pumps & Generators

Advantages:
- Prompt manufacturing lead time
- Portable, reusable, repairable and cost efficient
- Durable and lightweight
- Easy to set up, deploy, move and disassemble
Wire Bracket

Removeable Wire Bracket BermPac®

Our Wire Bracket BermPac® is manufactured with sidewalls that easily set up with lightweight galvanized aluminum wire brackets. These patent-pending* brackets are designed to pinch and slide into the sidewall pockets to keep them securely in place, unlike the outdated traditional L-bracket. This cost-efficient spill containment option is made from a variety of chemical and acid resistant materials that provide unrivaled spill containment. We also have many commonly used sizes available for quick delivery.

Features:
- Many material choices
- Wire stays in pocket
- Innovative patent-pending* bracket
- Company logo can be added

Advantages:
- Prompt manufacturing lead time
- Portable, reusable, and repairable
- Durable and lightweight
- Easy to set up and deploy
The Hurdle-Bracket BermPac® is manufactured with lightweight aluminum Hurdle-brackets, which enable a continuous rigid sidewall, effectively eliminating the need for hose bridges. The removable brackets also provide for easy drive-on and drive-off.

Features:
- Made from a variety of UV, chemical and acid resistant materials
- Rigid sidewall eliminates need for hose bridges
- Many standard and custom sizes available
- Company logo can be added

Advantages:
- Appropriate for cost-conscious consumers
- Larger aluminum hurdle brackets create sturdy walls
- Easy to set up, maintain and dismantle
- Very common and widely used in many industries
When it comes to ease of use in spill containment, look no further than PacTec’s Hinge Bracket BermPac®. The integrated hinge brackets quickly snap into the upright position to provide ultimate spill protection without presenting a trip hazard. The brackets can also be easily removed and replaced if damaged in the field. Manufactured from a variety of chemical and acid resistant materials, they also fold to a compact size for transport to the jobsite. We also keep many commonly used sizes in inventory for quick delivery to you.
**Pop-Up**

**BermPac® with pop-up internal brackets**

The Pop-Up BermPac® is engineered as a single unit, where the interior folding brackets are permanently attached so they cannot be lost or stolen. The sidewalls are easily raised and lowered as an alternative to bracketed solutions, allowing for easy drive-on/drive off.

**Features:**
- Made from a variety of UV, chemical and acid resistant materials
- Many standard and custom sizes available
- Company logo added
- Several complimentary accessories available

**Advantages:**
- Incredible time saver
- Exceptional durability
- Easy to set up, maintain and dismantle
- Single piece construction
Foam Sidewalls

The BermPac® solution with foam sidewalls

This BermPac® utilizes economical and lightweight soft or hard foam for sidewalls. The options include sealed foam sidewalls or removable foam sleeves depending on your jobsite needs. Not only do these BermPacs® offer easy and quick installation, but replacement foam inserts are also available if needed.

Features:
- Made from a variety of UV, chemical and acid resistant materials
- Drive-on/drive-off without exiting the vehicle
- Lightweight and durable
- Easily replaceable foam inserts

Advantages:
- Very cost-efficient and appropriate for low budgets
- Sleeved foam pieces protect your investment
- Very quick installation
- Easy to set up, maintain and dismantle
Collapsible

The compact, portable BermPac® solution

This compact, portable and collapsible BermPac® is small enough to fit behind the seat of your vehicle when rolled and strapped. It sets up in seconds, is available in multiple sizes and is made of lightweight, durable and chemical resistant 18 oz. vinyl.

Features:

- Instant set-up
- Made from quality 18 oz. vinyl
- Multiple sizes available
- Ideal for most drips and spills

Advantages:

- Compact & portable
- Collapsible and stores easily in small spaces
- Cost effective
- Small footprint with large capacity
Custom Berms
Specifically manufactured for your needs

Combining our in-house Engineering department and onsite manufacturing capabilities, we are able to custom design and manufacture solutions for almost any problem your job presents.

Wellhead Berms
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Railroad Berms
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Floating Berms
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Custom Berms
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Accessories

Optional Add-Ons

PacTec provides a full line of accessories for the BermPac® to ensure that your spill berm has the longest possible life and provides you the greatest return on investment.

Ground Cover

Ground Matting/Track Guard

Corporate Logo

Replacement Wire Brackets

Aluminum & Steel Hurdle Brackets

Steel Hose Bridges

Removable Foam Sleeves
Engineered spill berm solutions that are anything but standard.